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Abstract
We address the question of bounding the multiplicity of the solutions of a linear differential
system, setting the problem in invariant terms. A meromorphic connection is considered on
a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact Riemann surface. We produce an upper bound
on the order of vanishing of an arbitrary horizontal section, which depends only on global
data, provided the connection has only regular singularities or the underlying monodromy is
irreducible.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This work deals with multiplicity of solutions of linear differential systems. The
question of determining an a priori upper bound on the order of vanishing of any (linear,
polynomial) combination of the components of an arbitrary solution was addressed in
a number of papers, under various forms: linear systems on the Riemann sphere were
studied extensively in the realm of analytic theory of ordinary differential equations
in works of Bolibruch, Corel [2–4]. In this framework, bounds are produced via the
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machinery of Fuchs inequalities, involving the asymptotics of the solutions at singular
points. In [7], we suggest a simpler method, that yields an upper bound at any non-
singular point of the system, without requiring any knowledge of the solution.
The interest for such estimates arises as well in connection with the Hilbert tangential
16th problem, on zeros of Abelian integrals. These integrals satisfy a speciﬁc linear
differential system on the Riemann sphere, namely the Picard–Fuchs system, coming
from the Gauss–Manin connection on a polynomial ﬁbration. The ﬁrst explicit bound
on the multiplicity of Abelian integrals was achieved by Mardesic [6].
We suggest an intrinsic version of the main result of [7], motivated by Movasati’s
work [9] . The object of our study is a horizontal section for a given meromorphic
connection living on a compact Riemann surface.
We mention here the books by Ilyashenko and Yakovenko [5, Chapter 3], and Sabbah
[10] as general references on the background. Consider a compact Riemann surface T,
endowed with a holomorphic vector bundle V of rank n, together with a meromorphic
connection ∇. The latter possesses a ﬁnite set of poles, denoted by  ⊆ T . This setting
provides a collection of linear differential systems on T: for any trivializing open set U
of the vector bundle V, the connection ∇ is represented by a matrix U of meromorphic
1-forms on U so that ∇x reads dx −U · x where x is the (vertical) transposed vector
(x1, . . . , xn)t .
Whenever two trivializing charts Ui and Uj overlap, the matrices i and j are
connected by gauge equivalence, involving the holomorphically invertible transition
matrix Fi,j ∈ Gl(n,O(Ui ∩ Uj)):
i = dFi,j · F−1i,j + Fi,j · j · F−1i,j .
Note that this relation entails that the order of a connection at a point is well deﬁned:
if t ∈ U, ordt∇ = ordtU , the latter being the minimum of the orders at t over the
entries of the matrix U . Likewise, the order of a section is deﬁned using its local
vector representation.
The connection ∇ is automatically integrable since the base space is 1-dimensional.
Hence local solutions—satisfying ds = Us—make sense on any simply connected
domain U of T \. They glue in order to form the sheaf of horizontal sections, locally
constant on T \.
We are dealing with local behavior of horizontal sections. Consider a horizontal
section s for ∇, away from the singular locus . Take a meromorphic section q0
of the dual bundle V ∗, with polar set ′. Our purpose is to provide information on
the multiplicity at a point t0 in the complement of  ∪ ′ of the natural pairing
〈q0, s〉. On a trivializing open set U0 
 t0, s is deﬁned as a vector of n holomorphic
functions while q0 is a O(U0)-morphism: O(U0)n → M(U0) (O and M being, re-
spectively, the sheaves of holomorphic and meromorphic functions on T) represented
by a vector (c1(t), . . . , cn(t)) ∈ M(U0)n so that 〈q0, s〉 reads as the matrix product∑n
i=1 ci(t)si(t).
Note that globally, 〈q0, s〉 is a meromorphic function on T \. Indeed, its local
expressions coincide on intersections of chart domains: on Ui ∩ Uj , the section q0
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becomes q0 · F−1 (the column vector q0 is multiplied to the left by F−1t ), while s is
multiplied to the left by the matrix F. If t0 ∈ T is neither a singularity of ∇ nor a
pole of q0 then 〈q0, s〉 is holomorphic at t0. We produce an explicit upper bound on
the order of its Taylor expansion at t0. Geometrically, this order measures the contact
between the integral curve t → s(t) of a non-autonomous linear vector ﬁeld and a
linear hyperplane of Cn, whose coefﬁcients vary meromorphically with t.
The question turns out to be of a global nature: indeed, our estimate involves total
order of the poles, rank of the vector bundle, Chern class of the determinant bundle,
Euler characteristic of the Riemann surface. It does not depend on the particular choice
of horizontal section, nor on the coefﬁcients of the connection matrices. Still the ob-
tention of the result is subject, either to the type of the singularities of ∇, or to the
type of the monodromy representation associated to (V ,∇).
2. Statement of the results
Recall that the data of a vector bundle and connection on T leads, for any ﬁxed
t∗ ∈ T \ to an anti-representation of the fundamental group based at t∗ of the punctured
Riemann surface, that is, to a morphism of groups :
 : 1(T \, t∗) → Gl(n,C),
[] → M[],
where M[] is the matrix of the transformation undergone by a horizontal frame after
analytic continuation along the loop : when returning to t∗, a horizontal section s is
turned into a possibly different one.
Irreducibility of a monodromy representation means that no linear subspace of Cn
is kept invariant by the matrices in the range of . Equivalently, the monodromy
group acts transitively on the space of horizontal sections around t∗. In the opposite
situation, the monodromy representation is said to be reducible. On the other hand,
a connection is irreducible if no proper subbundle of V is left invariant by ∇. Both
notions of irreducibility are related but not equivalent. A reducible connection gives
rise to a reducible monodromy, since obviously the ﬁbers of the invariant subbundle
constitute invariant subspaces for all monodromy operators. The converse assertion is in
general not true, as shown by the example of Airy’s equation y(2) − ty = 0. The ﬁrst-
order system of rank 2 corresponding to this equation admits t = ∞ as only (irregular)
singular point in CP 1. Any loop based at this point is homotopically trivial, therefore
the monodromy is identical (hence reducible). Yet the associated connection on CP 1
has no invariant subbundle, since a solution for this system has divergent asymptotic
expansions in sectors centered at inﬁnity (cf. with [11, Chapter 5, 6]).
Remark 1. The distinction between irreducible and reducible monodromy appears rather
naturally in various contexts, in particular when solving the Riemann–Hilbert prob-
lem of realizability of a monodromy representation by a Fuchsian system on CP1.
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Irreducibility turns out to be a sufﬁcient condition for solvability of the problem
(see [1]).
In what follows, we denote  ∪ ′ ⊆ T by {t1, . . . , tp, tp+1, . . . , tr}, where the
ﬁrst p elements t1, . . . , tp are poles of the section q0 exclusively. On the other hand,
tp+1, . . . , tr are poles of ∇, but also possibly of q0. We deﬁne the degree of the
meromorphic section q0 by: deg q0 = −∑t pole of q0 ordt q0. In particular, pdeg q0.
Similarly, the degree of the connection ∇ is: deg∇ = −∑t pole of ∇ ordt∇.
We can now formulate our ﬁrst result:
Theorem 1. Suppose the monodromy representation associated to (V ,∇) is irreducible.
Let t0 ∈ T \( ∪ ′). Then
ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 + n · deg q0 +
n(n − 1)
2
· [deg∇ − (T ) + p] − c1(nV ).
Note that this statement does not assume any restriction on the singularities of ∇.
On the other hand, if we allow arbitrary monodromy representation, then we should
prescribe the type of singularities for ∇. Under the regularity assumption, we arrive at
the same upper bound as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Suppose the monodromy representation associated to (V ,∇) is reducible
and the connection ∇ possesses regular singularities only. Let t0 ∈ T \( ∪ ′)
Then
ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 + n.deg q0 +
n(n − 1)
2
· [deg∇ − (T ) + p] − c1(nV ).
Remark 2. The assumption on the singularities means that the growth of the solution
is controlled polynomially in a sector centered at each singular point ti for ∇ (cf. [5,
Chapter 3, Section 21]). In particular, we will make use of the local representation of
a fundamental matrix in a small disk around ti as the product of a univalued matrix
by a power matrix, with constant exponent.
3. Scheme of proof
In both settings, we shall prove that the order of vanishing of y(t) = 〈q0, s〉 is closely
related to that of a meromorphic section  of a suitable line bundle L, holomorphic
at the point t0. To begin with, one can think of L as being nV ∗, and in general L
will be an exterior power kW ∗, where W is a holomorphic quotient bundle of V , of
rank kn.
More precisely, we will establish the following relation between multiplicities:
ordt0y(t)n − 1 + ordt0(t) (1)
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It will then remain to analyze the order of  at one of its zeros through the global
relation between orders of a section of a line bundle
∑
t∈T
ordt = c1(nV ∗) = −c1(nV ),
where c1 is the Chern class of the corresponding line bundles. In particular, isolating
the order of  at the zero t0, we get the inequality
ordt0 −
∑
t pole of 
ordt− c1(nV ). (2)
The construction of  goes as follows: it is the wedge product of n meromorphic
sections of V ∗, obtained by iterating covariant derivatives on the section q0. Recall that
the dual connection ∇∗ is deﬁned as the C-linear map M(V ∗) → 1(T )⊗O(T )M(V ∗),
sending meromorphic sections on V ∗ to meromorphic 1-forms with values in V ∗, so
that: for any section s of the bundle V , the pairing 〈∇∗q, s〉 is given by d〈q, s〉−〈q,∇s〉,
meromorphic 1-form on the Riemann surface T .
We now introduce a vector ﬁeld that will be suitable for covariant derivation. Take
a global meromorphic vector ﬁeld X on T, with the condition
ordt (X)0 for t = t1, . . . , tr , and ordt0X = 0. (3)
That is, X is allowed to have zeros only among the points t1, . . . , tr , and t0 is neither
a zero nor a pole for X. We do not impose any additional restriction on the polar locus
of X. Then, such a vector ﬁeld exists, by virtue of the relation between orders of zeros
and poles of a vector ﬁeld on a Riemann surface.
Apply ∇∗ to the section q0 and form the interior product with the vector ﬁeld X: the
result is a meromorphic section of V ∗, q1 = ∇∗X(q0). Iterating this construction, we get
sections qn−1 = ∇∗X(qn − 2). In coordinates, the connection matrix ∇∗ is obtained by
taking the negative and transposing the matrix that stands for ∇. Denoting the vectors
qk horizontally, the formula reads:
qk = ∇∗X(qk−1) = X(qk−1) + qk−1 · U(X), k = 1, . . . , n − 1, (4)
where X(qk−1) is the vector obtained by applying Lie derivation along X to all com-
ponents of the vector qk−1.
The construction provides the following relations:
Lemma 1. Suppose s is a horizontal section for the connection ∇. Then for any k0
〈qk, s〉 = Xk〈q0, s〉.
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Proof. It consists of a straightforward induction: the assertion is obvious for k = 0.
Suppose it is valid up to k − 1 < n − 1. Then
〈qk, s〉 = 〈∇∗X(qk−1), s〉
= dX〈qk−1, s〉 − 〈qk−1,∇X(s)〉 and the latter term is 0
= dX(Xk−1〈qk−1, s〉) by induction hypothesis
〈qk, s〉 = Xk〈q0, s〉. 
Notice that all sections q0, . . . , qn−1 have their poles in  ∪ ′. By forming the
wedge product of q0, . . . , qn−1, one obtains a meromorphic section of the determinant
bundle nV ∗, that will be called . The following proposition is the cornerstone in
the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
Proposition 1. Suppose  is not the zero section of nV ∗. Then
ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 + ordt0.
Proof. Again we denote 〈q0, s〉 by y. First we observe that one can use indifferently
either derivation t or X in order to express multiplicity. Let (U0, t) be the chart of
T containing the point t0. By deﬁnition, ordt0y is the smallest integer k for which
dky
dtk
(t0) = 0. On the other hand, writing X as f (t) t , with f holomorphic at t0, f (t0) =
0, one has by induction that, for any k0, the kth iterate of the Lie derivative expresses
as: Xk = f (t)k ktk +
∑
j<k g(t)
j
tj , where g is holomorphic at t0. This allows to interpret
ordt0y as the smallest order of derivation k for which Xky does not vanish at t0.
The statement of Proposition 1 is proved by purely local arguments. Actually, a
similar claim was already established in the restricted context of linear differential
systems on CP 1 in [7]. Around the point t0, is the determinant of n vectors of
holomorphic germs in Ont0 , embedded in the Mt0 -vector space Mnt0 . Any vector qk
beyond qn−1 admits by the Cramer rule an expression as a combination of q0, . . . , qn−1.
That is, for any kn, one has
 · qk =
n−1∑
i=0
fi,k · qi fi,k ∈ Ot0 .
Performing the product of qk by the column vector representing s, it follows that
for any integer kn
(t) · Xky(t) =
n−1∑
i=0
fi,k(t) · Xiy(t).
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That is, we obtain an inﬁnite system of linear differential equations satisﬁed by the
function 〈q0, s〉, with the common principal coefﬁcient . Let  be the order ordt0, 
is a ﬁnite integer since  is assumed to be non-trivial. We derive all of these equations
 times, starting with that of order n+ , and making use of the derivation X. We then
evaluate at t0. This yields a series of identities
Xky(t0) =
n−1+∑
i=0
ci · Xiy(t0), ci ∈ C, k = n + , n +  + 1, . . .
Thus, vanishing of the ﬁrst n − 1 +  derivatives of the function y(t) at the point
t = t0 implies that all other derivatives vanish as well, hence y(t) vanishes identically.
Whence: ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 + ordt0. 
Remark 3. Since  is deﬁned globally as a section of the line bundle nV ∗, its order
 = ordt0 admits an interpretation in terms of the connection Tr ∇∗ acting on nV ∗.
Around the point t0, one has: (Tr ∇∗X)() = dX() − (Tr)(X) · , where  is the
corresponding matrix for ∇. Whence it follows that v is the ﬁrst integer k such that
the kth iterate (Tr ∇∗X)k() evaluated at t0 is not zero.
4. Dichotomy according to monodromy
In this section, we provide a qualitative analysis of the wedge product  = q0 ∧
∇∗X(q0) ∧ · · · ∧ ∇∗(n−1)X (q0) and supply geometric arguments for its non-identical van-
ishing as a section of nV ∗. This is related to irreducibility of the monodromy repre-
sentation and will lead to Theorem 1.
In the alternative of a reducible monodromy, we build another relevant wedge product
after passing to a quotient bundle of V . This will require to impose tame singularities
for the connection and is explicited in Theorem 2.
Proposition 2. Under the assumption of Theorem 1, the following equivalence holds:
 is the zero section of nV ∗ ⇔ q0 is the zero section of V ∗.
Proof. The non-trivial implication is ⇒. We must show that, if b is a point in the
complement of ∪′, the germ of q0 at b, that is, the linear form q0 : V ∗b  Cn → C
is zero. We thus restrict to a chart and make use of local notions, such as fundamen-
tal systems and wronskian determinants. In a simply connected domain U around b,
we may exhibit a fundamental system of solutions {s1, . . . , sn}, (dsi = U si), whose
matrix F is holomorphically invertible in U . Let Q be the matrix whose row vectors
are the local expressions of the sections q0, . . . , qn−1. Then  coincides with det Q
on U .
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Multiply Q by F . From the relations established in Lemma 1, the Wronski matrix
with respect to the derivation X comes up:
Q · F =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
〈q0, s1〉 · · · 〈q0, sn〉
X〈q0, s1〉 · · · X〈q0, sn〉
...
...
...
Xn−1〈q0, s1〉 · · · Xn−1〈q0, sn〉
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
The derived equality between determinants
 · detF = WX(〈q0, s1〉, . . . , 〈q0, sn−1〉)
entails:  ≡ 0 if and only if the wronskian WX(〈q0, s1〉, . . . , 〈q0, sn−1〉) ≡ 0. From
the classical result about vanishing of a wronskian, it follows that the meromorphic
functions 〈q0, s1〉, . . . , 〈q0, sn−1〉 are linearly dependent. Actually, one can assume that
one of these vanishes identically: choosing another fundamental matrix of solutions (i.e.
multiplying F to the right by a constant invertible matrix) allows to exhibit a horizontal
section si that realizes: 〈q0, si〉|U ≡ 0. But we need to show that the covector q0 cancels
the whole frame of sections s1, . . . , sn. This is where the assumption on monodromy
comes into play. Extend the section si along all possible loops circumventing points of
, it follows that every solution in the orbit of si for the monodromy has zero pairing
with q0. As the monodromy is supposed irreducible, all solutions s1, . . . , sn have zero
pairing with q0.
Thus, in any ﬁber V ∗b , b ∈ T \( ∪ ′), the linear form q0 : Cn → C is zero. This
means that q0 is the zero section of V ∗. 
Suppose the monodromy representation associated to (V ,∇) is reducible: one gets
a number of horizontal sections sk+1, . . . , sn, invariant under all local monodromy
operators. Consider the vector bundle S over T \ spanned by these sections. Then S
is stable with respect to the connection ∇ as mentioned in [5, Proposition 25.19]. We
demand extension of this vector bundle over the singular set as a subbundle of V . In
other words, the connection itself is required to be reducible. This will be achieved by
assuming the singularities regular.
Taking the dual viewpoint, we deﬁne the vector subbundle of V ∗ spanned by the
meromorphic sections q0 that realize:
〈q0, sk+1〉 = 0, . . . , 〈q0, sn〉 = 0. (5)
Observe that the question is to estimate ordt0〈q0, s〉 for those sections q0 and for an
arbitrary horizontal section s. Indeed, for the rest of q0’s, the induced section  is not
zero in M(nV ∗), so that (1) works without any change.
Proposition 3. Under the assumption of Theorem 2, consider a horizontal section s for
∇ and a section q0 ∈ M(V ∗) satisfying relations (5). Then one can build W, quotient
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bundle of V, so that, denoting by s and q0 the image sections of W and W ∗ : s is
horizontal for some connection on W, and the pairing 〈q0, s〉 coincides with 〈q0, s〉.
Proof. The aim is to connect by a holomorphic gauge equivalence the original connec-
tion with a system given locally by lower block-triangular matrices. Fix a trivializing
chart Ui containing a single singularity ti of the connection. We denote by U∗i the
punctured set Ui\{ti}.
In a simply connected domain Ut surrounding a point t ∈ U∗i , the ﬁber St  Cn−k ,
obtained by evaluating the sections sk+1, . . . , sn at the point t, trivializes in the form
Ht · C, where C is the n × k constant matrix with columns ek+1, . . . , en and Ht
belongs to Gl(n,O(Ut )). Around the regular singularity ti , S can be assumed spanned
by univalued sections, meromorphic at ti , as explained in [5, Proposition 25.20]. Hence:
Sti = Hti · C · Rti , where the holomorphic part is split in Hti · C and the polar part
is relegated in the n × n-matrix Rti . We construct Hi ∈ Gl(n,O(Ui)) as follows: for
t ∈ Ui , we set Hi(t) = Ht(t) where Ht is the corresponding germ. Then {Hi} is a
bundle isomorphism between S and the constant bundle C, that extends S through .
Furthermore, the collection {Gi = H−1i } realizes a holomorphic gauge equivalence to
the system given locally by the matrices:
′i = dGi · G−1i + Gi · i · G−1i .
This construction guarantees that in every chart, the canonical basis vectors
ek+1, . . . , en are solutions of the system dx = ′ix. Therefore, all matrices ′i possess
a block of zeros on their upper right corner, of size k × (n − k). We will write:
′i =
⎛
⎝′i
... 0
∗ ... ∗
⎞
⎠ .
We deﬁne the vector bundle W as the quotient V/S. The above analysis shows that
a frame of horizontal sections of V , considered modulo the span of invariant solutions,
solves a linear differential system of rank k. Indeed, if s is a horizontal section of
V , then after a gauge in Ui , the vector Gis satisﬁes: d(Gis) = ′i (Gis). The special
form of the matrix ′i implies that the truncated vector S = Gis of length k veriﬁes:
dS = ′i ·S. Obviously, the collection {′i} provides a meromorphic connection on W.
On the other hand, the corresponding modiﬁed section q0 · G−1i has non-zero com-
ponents along the basis vectors e1, . . . , ek only, since, from (5), its pairings with
ek+1, . . . , en must vanish simultaneously. This completes the proof of
Proposition 3. 
Finiteness of the rank of a vector bundle then entails that after possibly several
reductions to successive quotient bundles, one can build a section q0 ∈ M(W ∗),
W being a holomorphic vector bundle of rank k < n, such that the corresponding
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 ∈ M(kW ∗) is not the zero section. The fundamental relation (1) now reads:
ordt0〈q0, s〉k − 1 + ordt0 .
Remark 4. We conclude this section by an observation in relation with some previous
works. In [7], we examine the situation of linear differential systems on the Riemann
sphere, where the vector bundle involved is the trivial one. In this situation, reducibility
of the monodromy leads to extracting a minor from a matrix with rational functions
entries. The nature of the singularities is irrelevant, since in any case, the question
reduces to estimating the order of a rational function. This is an example where the
regularity assumption in Theorem 2 is not necessary.
Also, when studying the multiplicity of Abelian integrals associated to a hyperelliptic
ﬁbration in [8], we observe that odd degree Hamiltonians give rise to a Picard–Fuchs
system with reducible monodromy, which is revealed by the presence of a vanish-
ing cycle at inﬁnity in the level curves of the polynomial. We build explicitly, by
transformations on the Petrov frame, a quotient system and its corresponding minor
determinant .
5. Explicit estimates
We now undertake the quantitative analysis of  and complete the proofs of Theorems
1 and 2. Formula (2) requires to produce lower bounds for the order of  at its poles,
that is, to compute ordt, t ∈ ∪′. In this respect, we can assume from the discussion
in Section 4 that the construction of  is carried out from the original rank n vector
bundle. We will thus achieve a common estimate for both theorems.
Recall that  ∪ ′ = {t1, . . . , tp, tp+1, . . . , tr}, with ordti∇0 for i = 1, . . . , p, and
ordti∇ − 1 for i = p + 1, . . . , r .
Proof. Fix a pole ti , 1 ir . For obvious valuative reasons: ordti ()
∑n−1
k=0
ordti (qk). We proceed by induction on k, using the local expressions of the sections qk
given by (4).
ordti (q1) min[ordtiX(q0), ordti (q0 · i (X))].
Whence the estimates:
ordti (q1)ordtiX + ordti (q0) − 1 if ip,
ordti (q1)ordtiX + ordti (q0) + ordti∇ if i > p.
And for k = 2, . . . , n − 1:
ordti (qk)k · ordtiX + ordti (q0) − k, if ip,
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ordti (qk)k · [ordtiX + ordti∇] + ordti (q0) if i > p.
Perform summation over all indices k:
ordtin · ordti (q0) +
n(n − 1)
2
· ordtiX −
n(n − 1)
2
if ip,
ordtin · ordti (q0) +
n(n − 1)
2
· [ordtiX + ordti∇] if i > p.
Now, sum over all poles t1, . . . , tr :
r∑
i=1
ordtin ·
r∑
i=1
ordti (q0) +
n(n − 1)
2
·
r∑
i=1
ordtiX
+n(n − 1)
2
·
r∑
i=p+1
ordti∇ −
n(n − 1)
2
· p.
Observe that
∑r
i=1 ordti (q0) = −deg q0 + · · ·︸︷︷︸
>0
, so that
n ·
r∑
i=1
ordti (q0) − n deg(q0).
The assumption on the location of zeros of X (cf. (3)) enables to bound ∑ri=1 ordti (X)
from below by the Euler characteristic (T ). Indeed, the set {t1, . . . , tr} contains all
zeros of X, and the relation
∑
t∈T ordtX = (T ) yields:
∑r
i=1 ordti (X)(t).
Therefore:
r∑
i=1
ordti − n · deg(q0) −
n(n − 1)
2
· deg∇ + n(n − 1)
2
· (T ) − n(n − 1)
2
· p.
In view of (1) and (2), we arrive at the conclusion
ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 + n · deg(q0) +
n(n − 1)
2
· [deg∇ − (T ) + p] − c1(nV ). 
Remark 5. Consider a linear differential system of rank n on CP1, that is, a
meromorphic connection ∇ on the trivial bundle above CP1. It is deﬁned by a single
206 C. Moura / J. Differential Equations 220 (2006) 195–206
matrix  with total polar order deg∇ = deg = m. Let s be a solution for this system
and q0 a linear form on Cn with constant coefﬁcients. In [7], we obtain:
ordt0〈q0, s〉n − 1 +
n(n − 1)
2
· (m − 2).
which is a particular case of the above formula.
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